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Our project is called AI4EU
Some partners of our large and comprehensive consortium (~30-40 members)
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Why a European Large Collaborative AI Platform and Ecosystem ?
▌ To bring together all stakeholders
around the creation of a large European initiative
to structure, support and grow the use of AI in ICT and day to day life
To allow business to innovate with it

▌ Main stakeholders
Researchers
Developers
Users
Innovators
Teachers, Educators and trainers
Societal specialists (legal, ethics, …)
Funding companies
… and all other interested ones
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WHAT WE INTEND TO DO ?
▌ Set up and animate a large, strong and active European AI ecosystem
▌ Collectively provide world class AI elements of tools, components,

modules, knowledge, algorithm and example of use
▌ Make them directly & easily usable in applications without theoretical

knowledge (for SMEs and industry)
▌ Ensure access and usage by the vast European ICT community
▌ Promote products enhancements and value creation in multiple business

domains
▌ Assist AI driven start-ups, entrepreneurs and SMEs to go to business
▌ Address Ethical, Societal and Privacy issues in accordance with European
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values

Business Domains that may be addressed “simultaneously” within the
R&T challenges
▌ Banking, Insurance

▌ Autonomous vehicule

▌ Energy, Environment

▌ Medias

▌ Retail, luxury goods, tourism

▌ Industry automation

▌ Health

▌ Electronic & Digital

▌ Transport
▌ Telecoms

technology
▌ … and Standard ICT apps

▌ Robotics
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The selected R&T topics should help to progress within one or
more of these domains to create products or value

Please come and talk with us !
We have started to setup a large European group of research, industrial
and business organisations to support this initiative
We are inclusive. Everybody may contribute and participate, there is
room for good ideas, proposals and suggestions
Participate to this enthusiastic programme, rewards will come in many
forms !

Thank you
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